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stand-alone operation or central control via 
a TimeLord series master clock. (7 zone 
units must be controlled with a master clock)

The 470A/x.05 range of time zone displays 
are now available as 470AIL30 models with 
illuminated location legends on every zone. 
 
Each time zone on the 470AIL30/x.05 has a 
30mm high 10 character location legend 
display which can be user programmed to 
indicate a custom time zone name or 
location. 
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centralised control using TimeLord series 
master clocks - pages 21 - 23 
 
10Base-T Ethernet option to enable 
centralised control from NTP Ethernet time 
server - see page 25 

The 472A/x.05 range of time zone displays are now available as 472AIL30 models with 
illuminated location legends on every zone. 
 
Each time zone on the 472AIL30/x.05 has a 30mm high 10 character location legend display 
which can be user programmed to indicate a custom time zone name or location. 
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stand-alone operation or central control via 
a TimeLord series master clock. (8 zone 
units must be controlled with a master clock)
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centralised control using TimeLord series 
master clocks - pages 21 - 23 
 
10Base-T Ethernet option to enable 
centralised control from NTP Ethernet time 
server - see page 25 

The 474A/x.05 range of time zone displays 
are now available as 474AIL30/x.05 or 
474AIL50/x.05 models with illuminated 
location legends on every zone. 
 
Each time zone on the 474AIL30/x.05 has a 
30mm high 10 character location legend 
display which can be user programmed to 
indicate a custom time zone name or 
location. 
 
Each time zone on the 474AIL50/x.05 has a 
50mm high 10 character location legend 
display which can be user programmed to 
indicate a custom time zone name or 
location. 
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stand-alone operation or central control via 
a TimeLord series master clock. (8 zone 
units must be controlled with a master clock)

The 474A/x.057 range of time zone displays 
are now available as 474AIL30/x.057 or 
474AIL50/x.057 models with illuminated 
location legends on every zone. 
 
Each time zone on the 474AIL30/x.057 has 
a 30mm high 10 character location legend 
display which can be user programmed to 
indicate a custom time zone name or 
location. 
 
Each time zone on the 474AIL50/x.057 has 
a 50mm high 10 character location legend 
display which can be user programmed to 
indicate a custom time zone name or 
location. 
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centralised control using TimeLord series 
master clocks - pages 21 - 23 
 
10Base-T Ethernet option to enable 
centralised control from NTP Ethernet time 
server - see page 25 

The 474A/x.100 range of time zone displays 
are now available as 474AIL50/x.100 
models with illuminated location legends on 
every zone. 
 
Each time zone on the 474AIL50/x.100 has 
a 50mm high 10 character location legend 
display which can be user programmed to 
indicate a custom time zone name or 
location. 
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stand-alone operation or central control via 
a TimeLord series master clock. (8 zone 
units must be controlled with a master clock)

The 474A/x.12 range of time zone displays 
are now available as 474AIL50/x.12 models 
with illuminated location legends on every 
zone. 
 
Each time zone on the 474AIL50/x.12 has a 
50mm high 10 character location legend 
display which can be user programmed to 
indicate a custom time zone name or 
location. 
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centralised control using TimeLord series 
master clocks - pages 21 - 23 
 
10Base-T Ethernet option to enable 
centralised control from NTP Ethernet time 
server - see page 25 

The 475A/x.05 range of time zone displays 
are now available as 475AIL30/x.05 or 
475AIL50/x.05 models with illuminated 
location legends on every zone. 
 
Each time zone on the 475AIL30/x.05 has a 
30mm high 10 character location legend 
display which can be user programmed to 
indicate a custom time zone name or 
location. 
 
Each time zone on the 475AIL50/x.05 has a 
50mm high 10 character location legend 
display which can be user programmed to 
indicate a custom time zone name or 
location. 
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stand-alone operation or central control via 
a TimeLord series master clock. (8 zone 
units must be controlled with a master clock)

centralised control using TimeLord series 
master clocks - pages 21 - 23 
 
10Base-T Ethernet option to enable 
centralised control from NTP Ethernet time 
server - see page 25 

The 479A/x.05 range of time zone displays 
are now available as 479AIL30/x.05 or 
479AIL50/x.05 models with illuminated 
location legends on every zone. 
 
Each time zone on the 479AIL30/x.05 has a 
30mm high 10 character location legend 
display which can be user programmed to 
indicate a custom time zone name or 
location. 
 
Each time zone on the 479AIL50/x.05 has a 
50mm high 10 character location legend 
display which can be user programmed to 
indicate a custom time zone name or 
location. 
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timelord – master timecode generator

TimeLord-MTG rack mounting 
master clock 

The TimeLord Atomic-locked Master Time Source provides everything required for accurate 
timekeeping within a broadcast and professional AV environment. It solves the difficult problem 
of generating accurate video-referenced EBU and SMPTE timecode that can be used in the 
video domain, generating both LTC and VITC Longitudinal and Vertical interval timecodes with 
video character insertion. 
 
EBU / SMPTE timecode outputs 
Both balanced LTC Longitudinal Timecode and VITC Vertical Interval timecode are produced 
plus an on-board character generator allows accurate time / date video insertion with ident 
message if required.  Up to 9 lines of 20 characters are possible with multiple ident messages, 
each of which may be individually positioned on the screen.  These can be inserted together 
with time / timecode, date and use-bit information.  The font size is also adjustable. 
There is a strict relationship between the time data within the timecode signal and the various 4-
field and 8-field sequences in the video signal and unless timecode conforms to this relationship
exactly, Broadcast servers and editing systems.  
  
The TimeLord video input should be fed with a suitable reference signal, ideally station Black 
and Burst from the Master SPG Sync Pulse Generator.  This signal is used to reference the 
generated EBU or SMPTE timecode outputs to the video signal, adjusting the timecode to meet 
EBU and SMPTE specifications. 
   

 software setup program is provided to download setup and ident message information to the 
TimeLord, including the selection of VITC lines which may also lie outside field blanking.  This is
particularly useful for modern VTRs which do not preserve the VBI Vertical Blanking Interval.  
 
The TimeLord lets customers use their existing SPG sync pulse generator and yet provides  
accurate time-of-day timecode generated, locked to both an atomic reference and to video.    
 
The PAL video signal follows an 8-field sequence (4-frames) whilst the NTSC sequence 
consists of 4-fields (2-frames) which then repeats.  It is possible to deduce from the time bits in 
each timecode number, the type of video frame to which it refers (1,2,3,4 in PAL-SECAM / 1,2 
in NTSC).  Counting starts from frame 00:00:00:01 which is a video frame-1  The sync word in 
the timecode data mustalso  occur within 1 bit of vertical sync - that is within 1/80th of a frame -
so that one frame of timecode refers precisely to one frame of video. 
 
When locked to an off-air reference such as GPS, the atomic clock provides absolute time 
information to the TimeLord.  Unless the station SPG happens to be producing the correct 
frame of video at that time and that the vertical interval happens to line up with the sync word 
the timecode outut has limited use for video applications.  Station automation systems and 
editing controllers are often upset by discontinuities and ambiguities in timecode data which is 
why correct video locking is essential. 
 
SMPTE/EBU outputs 
There are of course ways to lock the SPG oscillator to the same time / frequency source (GPS 
for example) and Vortex has high stability disciplined oscillators available for this if required.  
These include very long phase-locked loops to ensure that no jitter from the off-air signal is 
passed onto the SPG video output as can occur in some cases.  Even with an externally-locked 
oscillator, however, the relationship between the vertical interval and timecode is unlikely to be 
correct and a discontinuity will still occur if there happens to be “leap second” which introduces 
a 1-second jump in time which does not correspond to a whole number of video frames.   
 
How the TimeLord works 
The TimeLord always generates EBU/SMPTE timecode locked to reference video.  The time 
information from the atomic source is adjusted to the nearest correct value to ensure that that 
the timecode output matches the SPG reference.  The timecode output, which is referenced to 
external video, will drift compared to the off-air reference over time.  Once this becomes more 
than 3 frames the TimeLord recognizes the offset and allows the timecode output to re-
synchronize to the atomic reference but at a pre-determined time - 3am for example - 
downloaded to the TimeLord from using setup program.  Of course, daylight savings changes 
occur immediately.  If the SPG happens to be locked to the same off-air reference (eg GPS), 
this drift will not occur and the TimeLord will not have to re-adjust the timecode output except 
when leap seconds occur.  Even with a free-running broadcast Master SPG such as the Vortex 
SPG-100SP or SPG-100XP which have ovened oscillators, this drift will be very slow and 
resynchronization will only need to occur after a number of days or even weeks.  
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The TimeLord-lite/T desktop master clock provides a complete precision time synchronisation 
solution for computer networks, CCTV security, C3, digital clock systems, industrial process 
control, voice recording and many other applications requiring accurate time synchronisation of 
equipment. 
 
The following data outputs are provided as standard: 
 
 RS232 and RS422/RS485 outputs which can transmit one of more than 36 different 
 serial ASCII time and date telegrams at user selected formats and intervals. A wide 
 range of application specific time and date message formats, with pre-programmed 
 parameters where applicable, provide a simple ‘set and forget’ capability to enable 
 the precision synchronisation of many different types of video recording, computer 
 and communications equipment. 
 
 An RS232 level precision 1pps ‘on-time’ signal. 
 
 A programmable changeover relay contact pair providing periodic signals or status 
 information. 
 
 A w482® time code output which can control up to fifty 400A series digital clocks 
 or time zone displays showing time and date in up to 15 different world-wide time 
 zones with pre-programmed seasonal time changes. 
 

n optional 600Ω, 1Khz modulated multi-format IRIG code output or an EBU time code 
output may be specified at time of order. 
 
The TimeLord-lite/T master clock may be used in stand-alone mode, deriving its time keeping 
from its accurate, high stability, internal crystal oscillator or, for ultimate precision, synchronised 
via optional receivers to GPS satellite transmitters or DCF and MSF terrestrial radio time code 
transmitters. 
 
The TimeLord T master clock is housed in a small free standing case and is also available as 
the TimeLord R model housed in a 1U high case and suitable for 19” rack mounting 
applications. 

A

TimeLord T series table top or free standing 
master clock 

TimeLord R series rack mounting 
master clock 

The TimeLord Time Source is supplied with 
Free Win NT4 (x86) and Win 9x 
synchronisation software and has a serial 
output format compatible with the standard 
NTP distribution. (www.ntp.org) 
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TimeLord-net

TimeLord rack mounting 
master clock 

TimeLord-lite rack mount master clocks provide a complete time reference solution for both 
simple and complex systems with outputs compatible with computer networks, CCTV security 
systems, process control, voice recording and C3 in addition to the traditional role of controlling 
slave clocks. 
 
The following data outputs are provided as standard: 
 
 The TimeLord-net master clock is fitted with a 10Base-T Ethernet interface to allow it 
 to act as a NTP time server on a TCP/IP network (TimeLord-net only.) 
 

A single RS232 and RS422/RS485 output which can transmit one of more than 36 
different serial ASCII time and date telegrams at user selected formats and intervals. 
A wide range of application specific time and date message formats, with  
pre-programmed parameters, provide a simple ‘set and forget’ capability to enable 

 the precision synchronisation of many different types of video recording, computer 
 and communications equipment. Up to three additional multi-format serial outputs  
 are available as an extra cost option. 
 
 An RS232 level precision 1pps ‘on-time’ signal. 
 
 A programmable changeover relay contact pair providing periodic signals or status 
 information. 
 
 A w482® time code output which can control up to fifty 400A series digital clocks 
 or time zone displays showing time and date in up to 15 different world-wide time 
 zones with pre-programmed seasonal time changes. 
 

n optional 600Ω, 1Khz modulated multi-format IRIG code output or an EBU time code 
output may be specified at time of order. 
 
The TimeLord-net master clock may be used in stand-alone mode, deriving its time keeping 
from its temperature compensated internal crystal oscillator (TCXO) or, for ultimate precision, 
synchronised via optional receivers to GPS satellite transmitters or DCF and MSF terrestrial 
radio time code transmitters. 
 
The TimeLord-net master clock is housed in a 1U high case and suitable for free standing or 
19” rack mounting applications. 

A

timelord-net

The TimeLord-net is supplied with a 25 user 
licence for Win NT4 (x86) and Win 9x time 
synchronisation software 
 
Basic TimeLord units are supplied with 
serial time synchronisation software to 
synchronise a single Win NT4 (x86) and 
Win 9x pc 
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The w482® signal is transmitted at 4-24v amplitude at a 50bps data 
rate. Typically up to 50 slave clocks can be controlled by a single 
unbuffered TimeLord master clock output at a distances of over 1km.

Most internal computer clocks do not provide sufficient accuracy or 
traceable time synchronisation for such mission critical applications 
and the TimeLord-net time server provides a cost effective external 
time reference solution for most applications. 
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75 The Grove, Ealing, London W5 5LL, UK 
Tel �������������������������� +44 �-(0)20 �- 8579 2743  Fax +44 -(0)20 �- 8840 0018 

Email:  info��@vtx.co.uk  Web:  www.vtx.co.uk 
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